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Purpose of this Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to update the Executive Member for Recreation
and Heritage on the outcomes of Hampshire County Council’s Consultation
on Proposed Changes to Hampshire’s Library Services, published in
January 2020. The report makes recommendations to the Executive
Member regarding the future of Hampshire’s Library Services, seeking
approval for proposals including changes to the way council-run library
services are delivered, delivering library services differently within local
communities, making further spending efficiencies and generating additional
income.

Recommendations
2.

That the Executive Member for Recreation and Heritage:
i) Approves the achievement of £1.76 million savings through the Libraries
Transformation Programme.

iv) Confirms that that he is satisfied that the Library Service described in
paragraph 66 meets the statutory requirements of the Public Libraries
and Museums Act 1964, comprising a comprehensive and efficient
service which meets the needs of those who live, work and study in
Hampshire.
v) Approves the closure of the eight libraries listed in paragraph 153:
Blackfield, Elson, Fair Oak, Horndean, Lee-on-the-Solent, Lyndhurst,
Odiham and South Ham.
vi) Approves a reduction in opening hours across the Service averaging
20%, together with proposals to standardise hours as far as practical.

vii)

Approves a second public consultation to confirm the actual opening
times at each council-run library and delegates authority to determine
opening times to the Director of Culture, Communities and Business
Services in consultation with the Executive Member.
viii) Approves the Library Service’s plan to withdraw support from Lowford,
Kingsclere, Milford-on-Sea and North Baddesley community-managed
libraries and help them to transition to an independent community
library model.
ix) Instructs the Library Service to explore different and more effective
ways to deliver services for Hampshire’s most deprived communities,
initially in Leigh Park, Havant and Bridgemary, taking into account any
opportunities to support communities in Elson.
x)
Agrees the plans to deliver efficiencies of £146,000 from library
resources.
xi) Approves the Library Service’s plans to generate income through room
hire and leases; reviewing current fees and charges; and encouraging
fundraising, sponsorship and donations to the Service.
xii) Notes that the Income Generation target set out within the consultation
document will not be met within the required timescales and therefore
adjusts other savings targets accordingly.
xiii) Gives due regard to the Equalities, Human Resource and Financial
impacts of each of the recommendations and agrees the mitigation
proposed.
xiv) Notes the timelines for implementation.

Executive Summary

1Hampshire

Library Service Consultation https://www.hants.gov.uk/aboutthecouncil/haveyoursay/consultations/library-consultation

i)

ii)

2Cabinet

The Income Generation target included in the consultation will not
be met within the required timeframe and, therefore, other planned
activities will need to deliver more to make up for this loss
(specifically through increasing operational savings);
Even with further government support, a significant savings
programme beyond 2021 will be required if the County Council is to
remain financially viable due, in part, to the anticipated lasting
economic impact of Covid-19.

report 15 May 2020 https://democracy.hants.gov.uk/documents/s53568/2020-0515%20REPORT%20TO%20CABINET.pdf?$LO$=1

Contextual information
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48 Tier3 1-3 Council-run Libraries (including three Discovery Centres)
Four Tier 4 community-managed Libraries
Online Library Service including eBooks, eMagazines and digital
resources.
Home Library Service
School Library Service
Learning in Libraries
Specialist Library Services, events and activities – a range of services
for individuals and groups

See Appendix 1 for more information detail about Library Tiers

More information about the Serving Hampshire – Balancing the Budget consultation can be found at:
www.hants.gov.uk/balancingthebudget
5The Medium Term financial strategy document can be found at
https://democracy.hants.gov.uk/mgAi.aspx?ID=21194#mgDocuments
6 See Appendix 1 for more detail about the Home Library Service and Ready Reads
4

Savings strategy
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Medium-term financial strategy mid-July 2020
https://democracy.hants.gov.uk/documents/s53375/MTFS%20-%20Cabinet%20FINAL.pdf?$LO$=1

Activity

Early savings – completed
in 2019/20
Early savings – planned in
2020/21
Changing how services are
delivered by closing
libraries/reducing opening
hours (Operations)
Transition of Tier 4 Libraries

Proposed
saving (as
published in
the
consultation)
£’000

Interim
revised
figures (due
to additional
early
achievement
by April 2020)
£’000

Final
proposals
(including
early
achievement
planned in
2020/21 and
Covid-19
impact)
£’000

170

240

240

0

0

210

1,040

990

1,115

49

49

49

Increase in Income

355

335

0

Efficiencies

146

146

146

Total

Other options considered and discounted

Conclusion

1,760

1,760

1,760

Legal and statutory considerations
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the keeping of adequate stocks of books, that facilities are available for
the borrowing of, or reference to, books and other printed matter and
other materials sufficient in number, range and quality to meet both the
general requirement and any special requirements of both adults and
children; and
encouraging both adults and children to make full use of the library
service, and providing advice and support about how to use and access
services, information and resources.

Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 - http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1964/75
The Equality Act 2010 - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/equality-act-2010-guidance
10 Localism Act 2011 - http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/20/contents/enacted
9

Public Consultation Methodology



21 public drop-in meetings in libraries around the county and a
public meeting in Emsworth;

11September 2019 decision day minutes - https://democracy.hants.gov.uk/documents/s38289/2019-09-

19%20EMRH%20Final%20Update%20on%20Library%20Strategy%2020162020%20and%20Draft%20Strategy%202020%20-%202025%20002.pdf





meetings with parish councils, district councils, community
organisations, Members of Parliament, and Elected Members;
the acceptance of free text responses via letter, email and social
media;
petitions from affected communities.

Public Consultation Findings
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Set up by the Culture and Communities Select Committee on 3 September 2018

Table 1 Summary of engagement with the consultation:
Consultation Responses
Number
Open Consultation responses – Individuals
(including Library staff and volunteers)
Open Consultation responses – Organisations
Open Consultation responses – Democratically
Elected Members
Responses from those who did not specify a
respondent type
Unstructured responses by email and letters
direct to Hampshire County Council
Social media comments made direct to
Hampshire County Council
Unstructured response by email made after the
consultation closed
Sub Total
Participation in public drop-in meetings and
Emsworth public meeting
Six Petitions (total number of signatures)
Total

20,397
161
56
224
196
166
2
21,202
c1,400
5,364
c28,000






adapting to meet changing demands placed on the Library Service;
exploring different ways to deliver services in deprived communities;
investigating options to generate income in order to contribute to the
running of the Service;
making delivery efficiencies;

and indicated:


a preference for savings to be made through the reduction and
standardisation of opening hours, rather than closures.

Future Vision for Library Services in Hampshire
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The Library Transformation Strategy to 2020 https://documents.hants.gov.uk/libraries/LibraryServiceTransformationStrategyto2020ApprovedVersion.pdf
14 The Hampshire Library Consultation 2020 - https://www.hants.gov.uk/library-consultation

1. Promoting reading, with a focus on children’s literacy and the Early
Years
i.
Providing a service for everyone
ii.
Developing children’s literacy, particularly within the Early Years
(0-5 years).
iii.
Investing in Hampshire’s Digital Library.
2. Supporting healthy, creative communities
i.
Establishing council-run libraries as ‘community hubs’.
ii.
Taking the Library Service into communities.
iii.
Delivering a programme of learning and activities that meet the
needs of library users.
3. Investing in digital services.
i.
Providing access to technology, prioritising those at risk of digital
exclusion.

changes to how council-run library services are delivered, including:
o closing up to 10 libraries and /or
o reducing and standardising staff opening hours;
delivering library services differently within local communities,
through:
o transitioning Tier 4 Council-supported, community-managed libraries
into independent community-managed libraries
o exploring better ways to deliver library services in Hampshire’s most
deprived communities:
making further efficiencies; and
generating additional income.

 A network of 40 physical libraries. These libraries will be reasonably
accessible to all residents; where libraries have been proposed for
closure, these are reasonably close to the nearest alternative library15
open for around 1,200 staffed hours a week.
 Library buildings hosting a comprehensive lending offer and a range
of other public services, with a particular focus on activities relating
to children’s literacy and wellbeing, community activities and digital
access and support. Opening times will be informed by community
need. Outside of staffed opening hours, libraries will be available for
hire or lease and, where appropriate, volunteer groups or other
organisations will be able to open buildings to allow access for basic
library functions (such as self-service borrowing or access to IT).
 Different delivery models ensuring that the Library Service is able to
support those communities who do not currently engage with traditional
library services, particularly in areas of deprivation.
 A range of options for people who are unable to visit their local
library, but still wish to borrow physical books including development
of the existing Home Library Service and Good Neighbour Schemes,
and the newly introduced Ready Reads Service.
 A Group Membership scheme which will enable Tier 3 and Tier 4
libraries which have transitioned into independent models to access
fresh stock and Hampshire’s stock reservation service.
 A range of specialist services and membership schemes including
Music, Drama and Reading Groups.
 A comprehensive, and growing, digital library open 24/7. In
2018/19, Hampshire had the highest eBook lending figures of any
library in the UK16 and digital lending has increased significantly in
2019/20. Hampshire will continue to invest to expand the breadth and
depth of the digital library.

15

Reasonable access as defined by the County Council is defined as around 20 minutes by car or 30 minutes
by public transport from the nearest alternative library building.
16 CIPFA report - https://www.cipfa.org/policy-and-guidance/publications/p/public-library-statistics-201920estimates-and-201819-actuals-excel

 A range of well used digital resources and reference materials to
support learning, reading and study.
 A lively and active online presence. Hampshire’s Social Media and
YouTube channels are well followed and will continue to host a range
of activities and content including Rhymetime, Storytime, book reviews,
groups, activities and information.
 A targeted Learning in Libraries offer focusing on health and
wellbeing, employability skills and digital support delivered both
physically and digitally.
 A high performing subscription based School Library Service
supporting children’s literacy and a lifelong love of reading for pleasure
for schools in Hampshire and beyond.
 A financially sustainable business model with services funded by a
balance of revenue contribution and generated income where
appropriate.

Changes to council-run libraries – general summary





a combination of up to ten library closures and a reduction in opening
hours for all other council-run libraries of around 15%; or
keeping all council-run libraries open and applying opening hour
reductions across all libraries of around 25%; or
another approach that would continue to meet community need within
the available budget.

74. 38% of respondents felt that the County Council should look elsewhere to
find the savings – stating that library services were too important to cut. As
stated in paragraph 25, the County Council has a budget deficit of £80
million by April 2021, with further savings required beyond this date – a
position now made considerably worse by the Covid19 pandemic. This being
the case, all parts of the organisation are under significant pressure to make
savings, and the level attributed to the Library Service is proportionate to
savings sought elsewhere.
75. 27% of respondents felt that the Library Service could make savings by
changing the services that were delivered. Paragraphs 199-203 deal with
savings through delivery efficiencies, and the level of services provided will
be kept under constant review beyond Tt2021. Suggestions included
partnerships and co-locating with other services such as post offices and
childcare facilities or reducing the range of services provided or the opening
hours.

Changes to council-run libraries - Options for closing some libraries



library catchments overlap and services are duplicated across relatively
small geographical areas – many library customers access more than
one building;



fewer people are visiting library buildings and more people are
accessing digital services; and



having fewer library buildings would enable savings on utilities, stock,
deliveries, property maintenance and management time, in addition to
reducing staffing costs.



usage (visits, computer use and book issues- per hour open);



access (% of users that only use one library branch); and



cost (running cost per hour open).

General comments on library closures



Even before the Covid-19 pandemic, Hampshire Council had the
highest number of eBook issues of any English County during 2018/19:an offer which was already increasing in popularity year on year. In
2019/20 the total digital lending (including books, magazines,
audiobooks and newspapers) was 1.015 million items. This surpassed
the combined total annual lending of physical resources from
Hampshire’s five highest lending libraries. Since the Covid-19
pandemic, digital borrowing has risen sharply. For example, digital
lending in May 2020 was double the figure it was in May 2019 (161,000
issues versus 76,000 issues respectively). Significant investment has
been made to increase and broaden the range of digital titles stocked,
and active users of the digital platforms have increased by 41% from 23
March to 30 June 2020 (including people of all ages).



A wide range of digital content has been made available through
Hampshire Libraries’ social media accounts and YouTube channel.
This includes Rhymetime, Storytime, book reviews, learning, groups,
clubs and other activities. From 23 March to 12 July, Hampshire
Libraries’ Facebook posts reached over a million users (up 211% on the
same period last year); in that same period 281 videos were published
and viewed over 100,000 times. Whilst this content does not fully
replace the benefits of face-to-face activities taking place in libraries, it
offers an alternative way for people to access and participate in library
services.



Contactless library services have been expanded and broadened. The
existing Home Library Service and Good Neighbour schemes are
expected to expand to accommodate an increased number of people
either unable or unwilling to leave their home, whilst the newly
introduced ‘Ready Reads’ service offers a way of obtaining physical
books through a contactless collection offer.

90. Each of these examples highlight how the Library Service is demonstrating
agility in responding to the changing needs of communities, broadening the
already comprehensive offer and offering further potential mitigation against
the closure of physical branches.

Comments on the 10 Libraries identified for potential closure



Firstly, it was argued that libraries outside the Hampshire County
boundaries may be used by adjoining local communities, but that usage
information is not shared between Library Authorities. For example,
Emsworth residents may use Southbourne Library in West Sussex but
Hampshire Library Service is unable to measure this usage and so the
majority of Emsworth library users appear to be solely using Emsworth

library. This may unfairly favour libraries on the edge of the County over
those more centrally located.


Secondly it was suggested that the unique user indicator was too blunt
and that a customer would lose their ‘unique’ user status if they visited
an alternative library even just once in a 12 month period. It was felt
that this methodology did not properly acknowledge the number of users
affected.



Both Emsworth and Chineham now rank noticeably higher than the
other eight libraries proposed for closure; and



The rank order of Whitchurch and Overton (both Tier 3 Libraries) has
changed, placing them beneath Chineham and Emsworth in the
rankings.

Blackfield Library

Chineham Library

Emsworth Library

Fair Oak Library

Horndean Library

Lee-on-the-Solent Library

Lyndhurst Library

Odiham Library

South Ham Library

Closure summary



both libraries have a catchment area which covers a significant part of
rural Hampshire and, if they were removed, some customers would not
have reasonable access to an alternative branch;



Whitchurch Library is in a building which is leased to 2032 and,
therefore, it would not be practicable to exit from this lease at this stage;
and



Overton Library is the nearest alternative branch to Kingsclere
Community and, as such, provides mitigation for the withdrawal of
support from Kingsclere Library.

Library

District/
Borough

Blackfield
Chineham

New Forest
Basingstoke

Ownership
of current
building
Freehold
Freehold

Elson
Emsworth

Gosport
Havant

Freehold
Leasehold

Fair Oak
Horndean
Lee-on-theSolent
Lyndhurst
Odiham
South Ham

Eastleigh
East Hants
Gosport

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Close
Retain with reduced operating
costs
Close
Retain and move to reduce
operating costs
Close
Close
Close

New Forest
Hart
Basingstoke

Leasehold
Freehold
Freehold

Close
Close
Close

Library Assets and Investment Programme

Recommendation



The leases would be ended for Emsworth Library and Lyndhurst Library.



Emsworth Library will move to the existing Community Centre under
new lease arrangements which will significantly reduce the operating
costs.



Chineham Library will remain part of the Library Service estate but
either a partner will be found to share the building running costs or the
library will be relocated within the shopping centre with reduced running
costs.



The remaining seven freehold buildings would be offered to the
community for the running of Independent Community Managed
libraries or for other community purposes. If no viable expressions of
interest are forthcoming, the building would firstly be offered other public
sector providers before being let commercially or sold.



Any capital returns arising from the sale of properties would be returned
to the Library Service for future capital investment in buildings and
services.

Conclusion
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https://www.hants.gov.uk/community/grants/grants-funds-list?filter=.Culture-Communities-andBusiness-Services

Changes to opening hours of council-run libraries
General comments

Scenario
8 closures and
20% reduction in
hours

2 closures and
25% reduction in
hours

Number of
Impacts
hours reduction
c.500
Proportionally more hours lost from
libraries identified for closure –
these tend to be smaller and more
poorly performing with a low hourly
footfall (up to 30 people per hour)
c.500
Hours lost from all libraries –
proportionately more hours lost
from larger busier libraries with a
higher footfall (up to 185 people per
hour)

Standardisation



The standardisation model should be based on the current tier system.



The objective is to bring opening hours into better alignment within each
tier and reduce the range of different hours. There are currently 28
different bands of opening hours and it is proposed to reduce these to 4
bands as follows:
o Tier 1 libraries (including Discovery Centres) to be allocated 41.5
hours (5 full days and one half day);
o Tier 2 libraries to be allocated either 34 hours (4 full days and 1
half day) or 26.5 hours (3 full days and 1 half day);
o Tier 3 libraries to be allocated either 26.5 hours (3 full days and 1
half day) or 16 hours (4 half days).



To bring libraries into line with each other, the opening hours of some
libraries will reduce by more than 20% (the maximum reduction is 39%)
and some libraries may have their hours reduced only very slightly or,
even, increased (the maximum increase in hours is 39%). The total
reduction of hours across the Service is around 20%.



It is proposed that no library should operate with fewer than 16 hours (or
4 half day sessions) as this is not considered to be an efficient use of
public resources.



The allocation of hours within tiers is based on groupings of comparable
libraries (the comparison is based on number of issues, visits and
computer use).



It is noted that the opening hours for libraries at the top of Tier 3 share
the same opening hours as those at the bottom of Tier 2. This is

because the libraries within these groups share comparable usage
figures.


It is therefore noted that the tiers of libraries need to be reviewed in the
future, when the changes proposed in this report have been
implemented.



The pattern of either 16, 26.5, 34, or 41.5 hours has been developed to
ensure standard session times (7.5 hour full-day and 4 hour half-day
sessions). This enables a much more efficient deployment of the
workforce, providing flexibility whilst enabling the standardisation of shift
patterns and consistent opening times for customers to visit their local
libraries.

Tier 1 (including Discovery Centres)
Tier 2
Tier 3

How hours are reduced

Current Hours
Difference
Range
in range
50 - 62
12
34 - 50
16
11.5 - 35.5
24

Proposed Future Hours
Difference
Range
in range
41.5
0
26.5 - 34
7.5
16 - 26.5
10.5

Option
Opening libraries at
9:30am
Closing libraries at
5:00pm
Half day closures of
libraries
Whole day closures
of libraries
Lunch time closures
of libraries

Further considerations

1st preference

2nd preference

First two
preferences

45%

26%

71%

14%

30%

44%

14%

24%

38%

18%

8%

26%

9%

13%

22%

Recommendations

Delivering libraries services differently within local communities

Transition community-managed Libraries to an independent model



The majority of respondents (70%), would continue to use their library if
it was independent of the County Council and managed by the local
community.



With the exception of Kingsclere Community Library users, users of Tier
4 community-managed libraries felt that an independent communitymanaged library model could meet the needs of their local community.



If community-managed libraries were to close, instead of transitioning to
an independent model, the majority of respondents were unsure that the
needs of the community could be met by existing Library Services.



The availability of a fresh supply of stock.



The ability to reserve specific items from other libraries across
Hampshire.



The accessibility of alternative council-run library branches due to
transport issues.

Explore ways to deliver library services differently in deprived communities

Delivering efficiencies



withdrawal, relocation or reduction of poorly used collections and
resources such as Driving Theory Test Pro, Ancestry, RB Digital
Comics, Oxford University Press and Encyclopaedia Britannica Online;



making it easier for people to manage their library accounts and to pay
library fees and charges promptly;



reducing transportation, postage and other costs; and



reducing Go-Online internet ready public access computers in line with
reducing customer demand.

Generating income

Equalities

Impact on Service Users – all changes



The Library Service will continue to signpost members of the public to
free and paid for services within the local community.



The Library Service has considered the percentage growth in
Hampshire’s population to 2025 and the changing ways that customers
are choosing to access its services when making the recommendations
in this report. The predicated population growth in individual catchment
areas ranges from 0% to 21%, but the Library Service believes it has
sufficient capacity and access points to meet any future demand
generated by population growth.



Any community organisation wanting to set up or transition to an
independent community library, where a library or a communitymanaged library is proposed for closure, will be welcome to apply for a
one-off pump priming award through the Recreation and Heritage
Community Fund towards the costs of transitioning into independent
library models. Such awards would be individually assessed and would
be expected to be less than £10,000.



To support independent community libraries, the Library Service will
extend it current group membership offer to include these new
organisations. This will enable them to refresh their physical stock by
accessing items in the Hampshire Libraries network in an efficient
community led manner and to allow service users to reserve specific
items to be collected locally.



There is an opportunity for community volunteers to keep council run
libraries open outside the standard hours if they wish to do so.

Impact Upon Service Users – Library Vision to 2025

AGE - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM to LOW;
mitigation – LOW to POSITIVE

Impact after

DISABILITY - Impact before mitigation – LOW to NEUTRAL; Impact after
mitigation – LOW to NEUTRAL

RACE - Impact before mitigation – LOW

Impact after mitigation – LOW

GENDER - Impact before mitigation – between NEUTRAL and MEDIUM
Impact after mitigation – between NEUTRAL and LOW

PREGNANCY AND MATERNITY - Impact before mitigation - NEUTRAL
Impact after mitigation – POSITIVE

POVERTY - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM Impact after mitigation POSITIVE

RURALITY - Impact before mitigation – LOW Impact after mitigation – LOW






Sexual Orientation
Religion and Belief
Gender Re-assignment
Marriage and Civil Partnership

235. This is because the Hampshire County Council Library Service is a trusted
and an inclusive service, which has a clearly defined Vision to 2025 focused
on reading, healthy, creative communities and digital services for those who
live, work or study work in Hampshire. This ensures that the needs of service
users in relation to the above criteria will continue to be fully met.
Please find the detailed EIAs for:

Library Service Vision to 2025: Comprehensive and Efficient Service –
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impact-assessments/library-servicevision-to-2025-comprehensive-and-efficient-service.pdf
Library Service Vision to 2025: Delivering Efficiencies –
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impact-assessments/library-servicevision-to-2025-delivering-efficiencies.pdf
Library Service Vision to 2025: Generating Income –
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impact-assessments/library-servicevision-to-2025-generating-income.pdf
Impact Upon Service Users – Branch Closures
236. In developing the Library Vision to 2025 the Library Service carefully
considered the needs of the communities across the county and to ensure
that it continues to provide a comprehensive and efficient service. These
considerations included

AGE - Impact before mitigation – Between MEDIUM and LOW dependant on
Branch Impact after mitigation - LOW for all Branches

238. It is recognised that some older residents and those with young families may
find it more challenging to travel to an alternative library. Libraries proposed
for closure with a higher than average population aged 0-17 years are
Odiham and South Ham. Libraries proposed for closure with a higher than
average population aged over 60 years old are Blackfield, Fair Oak,
Horndean, Odiham and Lee on the Solent.

240. The increase in the use of the digital offer is a core element of the Library
Service Vision (see section 9), however the Covid-19 period has seen many
existing users transition to the use of digital for the first time (see paragraph
89). It is expected that some service users will choose to continue to access
library services in this way, rather than returning to the more traditional offer.
Appendix 1 provides more information on Library Services.

More informarion about Library Services can be found in Appendix
1.

DISABILITY - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM Impact after mitigation LOW

GENDER - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM - Impact after mitigation MEDIUM

PREGNANCY AND MATERNITY - Impact before mitigation – NEUTRAL to
LOW Impact after mitigation - NEUTRAL to LOW

251. Rhymetime and Storytime sessions are currently run by all but the smallest
council run libraries. Respondents highlighted the importance of these
activities and events run by the Library Service in supporting mental
wellbeing and social cohesion.

POVERTY - Impact before mitigation - Between MEDIUM and NEUTRAL
Impact after mitigation – Between MEDIUM and NEUTRAL

254. Lower educational attainment scores can be linked to areas of deprivation.
Branches proposed for closure with lower educational attainment than the
Hampshire average are Blackfield, Elson, Fair Oak and South Ham.
255. There are areas of digital deprivation across Hampshire and in these areas,
people are dependent on the provision of the free Go-Online public
computers, free public Wi-Fi and low cost printing facilities in libraries. Many
people use the Go-Online public computers to apply for jobs or to
access/manage their benefits. The cost of accessing these services outside
the library can be prohibitive for those in poverty. These individuals could be
adversely impacted by branch closures
256. Mitigating actions: Some people who are currently able to walk or cycle to
their local branch may no longer be able to travel to the library in this way.
The majority of users already have to travel by car or public transport to
access their local library.
257.

258. A large number of libraries that will be retained have some free parking
onsite or close to the branch.

259. Where libraries have a lower than average IMD educational attainment score
and are on the potential closure list, (Blackfield, Elson, Fair Oak and South
Ham) local schools will be actively encouraged to subscribe to the School
Library Service. Group Memberships are available to pre-schools to support
Early Years providers in accessing and promoting high quality books for
young children and families. More information about Library Services can be
found in Appendix 1.
RURALITY - Impact before mitigation - MEDIUM and NEUTRAL
Impact after mitigation – Between MEDIUM and NEUTRAL
260. Specific issues: Hampshire has a number of very rural communities.
Respondents to the consultation expressed concern that rural communities
would be losing another service that they felt was essential. Respondents
also mentioned that rural bus services were poor or had recently been
reduced.
261. Mitigating actions: The key principles of acceptable travel time to branches
was not challenged by people responding to the consultation, so it is
believed that traveling 20 minutes by car and around 30 minutes by public
transport is acceptable. Feedback from the consultation suggested that
these travel times may not be achievable at certain times of day or in some
places due to school holiday traffic. However, overall it is considered that the
travel times and distances are acceptable.
262.

263.

264. For the groups which are categorised under the EIA criteria listed below,
there is NEUTRAL impact
 Sexual Orientation
 Race
 Religion and Beliefs
 Gender Re-assignment
 Marriage and Civil Partnership
265.

Please find the link to detailed EIAs:
Blackfield Library – https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-blackfield-library-closure-serviceuser-impacts.pdf
Elson Library - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-elson-library-closure-service-userimpacts.pdf
Fair Oak Library - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-fair-oak-library-closure-serviceuser-impacts.pdf
Horndean - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-horndean-library-closure-serviceuser-impacts.pdf
Lee-on-the-Solent Library - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-lee-on-the-solent-library-closureservice-user-impacts.pdf
Lyndhurst Library - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-lyndhurst-library-closure-serviceuser-impacts.pdf
Odiham Library - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-odiham-library-closure-serviceuser-impacts.pdf
South Ham - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-south-ham-library-closure-serviceuser-impacts.pdf
Impact Upon Service Users – Reduction in Opening Hours
AGE - Impact before mitigation MEDIUM Impact after mitigation - MEDIUM
266. Specific issues: Library services are traditionally accessed more by older
people and by children and families and as such these groups would be
more by a reduction in opening hours than the population as a
whole.
267. Proposed mitigating actions: Vulnerable and isolated residents, including
older people, may need to access their library on different days or at

different times, as a result of the reduction in opening hours. They would
also have the option of travelling to an alternative branch or using digital
services.
268. The Library Service provides a comprehensive digital offer for those who
cannot or prefer not to travel to an alternative branch are able to access and
increased range of digital services. More information about Library Services
can be found in Appendix 1.
269. A second public consultation on opening times will take place in August
2020. This will allow customers to feedback on the preferred opening
hours/days in their local library.
270. Currently branches are only open when paid members of staff are on the
premises. The Library Service is actively exploring ways in which the
branches can be kept open for additional hours when no paid members of
staff are on site.
DISABILITY - Impact before mitigation - MEDIUM Impact after mitigation –
MEDIUM
271. Specific issues: Library customers may need to visit their local library at
different times or on different days which may have a greater impact on
customers with disabilities, including those with reduced mobility or who use
the library to support their wellbeing and mental health.
272. Proposed mitigating actions: As above for age in paragraphs 266-270. In
addition, the Library Service will work closely with any groups that meet
regularly in the branches should their arrangements/group be impacted by
changes in opening hours. The Service will ensure that these groups are
still able to meet in branches. These include groups that support people’s
wellbeing and mental health.
RACE - Impact before mitigation – LOW

Impact after mitigation – LOW

273. Specific issues: The Library Service does not ask its customers to identify
their ethnicity, and therefore does not have any data specifically identifying
the race or ethnicity of users. The Service is aware that in Aldershot a high
proportion of its users are from the Nepali community, who may be adversely
impacted by any reduction in opening hours.
274. Proposed mitigating actions: The Library Service is an inclusive,
accessible service open to all. In areas such as Aldershot the needs of the
local community will be considered before any changes are made and
communities will be encouraged to participate in the second public
consultation regarding changes to opening hours.
GENDER - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM Impact after mitigation –
MEDIUM

275. Specific issues: The gender of active users is recorded on the Library
Management System. Records show that 47% of customers identify as
female, 25% identify as male, 3% identify as other and 25% have not
identified their gender. The Hampshire population profile is 51% female,
whereas 68% of respondents to the consultation identified themselves as
female.
276. Proposed mitigating actions: The Library Service responds to customer
demand by monitoring waiting lists and purchasing new stock accordingly,
which means the Service spends more money on books and resources that
appeal to female customers.
277. Library customers would have reduced access to Library Services and may
need to access their library at different times or on different days of the
week, which will have a greater impact on women because they visit their
local library more frequently.
278. The Service is unable to assess the full impacts until the consultation is
complete and decisions can be made based on the responses. A second
local consultation on opening hours will follow in Summer 2020, giving
customers the opportunity to comment on specific opening hour of their local
library.
279. The detailed EIA will be completed following the public consultation on
opening times which will take place in August 2020.
PREGNANCY AND MATERNITY - Impact before mitigation - LOW Impact
after mitigation – LOW
280. Specific issues: During the consultation process a number of parents
highlighted how valuable visiting their local library had been when they had
very young children, this was particularly important to parents who had
experienced postnatal depression and/or anxiety (Appendix 2).
281. Rhymetime and Storytime sessions are currently run at all but the smallest
council run libraries. Respondents highlighted the importance of these
activities and events run by the Library Service in supporting mental
wellbeing and social cohesion. The change in opening hours may impact
the times or days that these sessions take place, and it is possible that, in
some libraries, fewer sessions will take place each week.
282. Proposed mitigating actions: The Library Service will continue to offer
Storytime and Rhymetime via social media, in addition to sessions in branch,
so even if some sessions are no longer available it would be possible to
travel to an alternative library, or access daily sessions online at a time that
suits their routine. More information about Library Services can be found in
Appendix 1.

POVERTY - Impact before mitigation – LOW Impact after mitigation – LOW
283. Specific issues: Hampshire is often seen as a wealthy county but has
areas of significant deprivation and people that depend on accessing their
library as a warm, safe and trusted space. These individuals will be
impacted by any reduction in opening hours at their local library.
284. Proposed mitigating actions: Library customers would have reduced
access to Library Services and may need to access their library at different
times or on different days of the week, vulnerable individuals may be
particularly impacted by these changes.
285. The Service is unable to assess the full impacts until the consultation is
complete and decisions can be made based on the responses. A second
local consultation on opening hours will follow in Summer 2020, giving
customers the opportunity to comment on specific opening hour of their local
library.
286. The detailed EIA will be completed following the public consultation on
opening times which will take place in August 2020.
RURALITY - Impact before mitigation – LOW Impact after mitigation – LOW
287. Specific issues: Hampshire has a number of very rural communities.
Respondents to the consultation expressed concern that rural communities
would be losing another service that they felt was essential. Respondents
also mentioned that rural bus services were poor or had recently been
reduced.
288. Proposed mitigating actions: A second public consultation on opening
hours will take place in August 2020. This will allow customers to feedback
on the preferred opening hours/days in their local library.
289. Currently branches are only open when paid members of staff are on the
premises. The Library Service is actively exploring ways in which the
branches can be kept open for additional hours when no paid members of
staff are on site.
290. Internet and broadband services in rural areas have improved significantly
over the past few years as a result of investment in infrastructure, which
means that more people in rural areas have access to the digital Library
Service offer.
291. For the groups which are categorised under the EIA criteria listed below,
there is NEUTRAL impact
 Sexual Orientation
 Religion and Belief
 Gender Re-assignment
 Marriage and Civil Partnership

292. This is because the Hampshire County Council Library Service is a trusted
and an inclusive service, which has a clearly defined Vision to 2025 focused
on reading, healthy, creative communities and digital services for those who
live, work or study work in Hampshire. This ensures that the needs of service
users in relation to the above criteria will continue to be fully met.
Please find the link to detailed EIA for OH Reduction - Service User Impact https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impact-assessments/library-serviceconsultation-staffed-hours-reduction-service-user-impacts.pdf
Impact Upon Service Users – Relocating Emsworth Library
293. Emsworth Library is retained on the basis that it can be moved
approximately 500 metres to Emsworth Community Centre with significantly
lower running costs.
AGE - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM

Impact after mitigation - LOW

294. Specific issues: Emsworth Library has a higher than average population of
people over 60 years old who will need to travel to a new location and may
need to visit on different days and at different times.
295. Mitigating actions: Emsworth Community Centre is not in the centre of the
village, but it has parking outside and is close to bus stops. The Library
Service will explore ways that the branch could be kept open for additional
hours by volunteers from the community.
DISABILITY - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM
mitigation - LOW

Impact after

296. Specific issues: Travelling to a new location may have a greater impact on
customers with disabilities, including those with reduced mobility or who use
the library to support their wellbeing and mental health.
297. Mitigating action: Whilst the community centre is not in the centre of the
village it has disabled parking outside and is close to bus stops. The
reduction in staffed opening hours will mean that people may have to visit at
different times and/or on different days, however the Library Service will
explore ways that the branch could be kept open for additional hours by
volunteers from the community.
298. The Library Service will prioritise the needs of any groups that already meet
regularly at Emsworth Library and help them minimise the impact of the
changes on their arrangements/group. These include groups that support
people’s wellbeing and mental health.
GENDER - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM
MEDIUM

Impact after mitigation -

299. Specific issues: The gender of active users is recorded on the Library
Management System. Records show that 47% of customers identify as
female, 25% identify as male, 3% identify as other and 25% have not
identified their gender. The Hampshire population profile is 51% female,
whereas 68% of respondents to the consultation identified themselves as
female.
300. Mitigating actions: The Library Service responds to customer demand by
monitoring waiting lists and purchasing new stock accordingly, which means
the Service spends more money on books and resources that appeal to
female customers.
301. The Library Service is an inclusive, accessible service open to all supporting
healthy, creative communities including, where possible, developing
community hubs to enable a range of services under one roof that can be
accessed in a single visit.
PREGNANCY AND MATERNITY -

302. Specific issues; Rhymetime and Storytime sessions are run at Emsworth
Library. Respondents highlighted the importance of these activities and
events run by the Library Service in supporting mental wellbeing and social
cohesion.
303. Mitigating actions; The Library Service is an inclusive, accessible service
open to all supporting healthy, creative communities including, where
possible, developing community hubs to enable a range of services under
one roof. This could include accessing community midwives, health visitors
or other services for pregnant women and young families in a single visit.
304. The Library Service already delivers a comprehensive and efficient services
for everyone including both physical and digital services and is focusing on
Children’s Literacy and Early Years as part of its Vision to 2025. Free digital
access to services such as Rhymetime and children’s eBooks and
eAudiobooks have been invested in significantly during the Covid-19
pandemic, and the public response and uptake of these new services has
been very positive.
305. If parents or carers are unable to travel to the new library location or the
times of the sessions are no longer convenient then the existing digital offer
access an increased range of digital services. During the Covid-19
lockdown the Library Service has been delivering Rhymetime and online
Storytime via social media. The Library Service proposes to retain a
comprehensive online/social media presence for young families providing
them with greater flexibility and the potential to access these sessions online
daily.

306. For the groups which are categorised under the EIA criteria listed below,
there is NEUTRAL impact
 Sexual Orientation
 Race
 Religion and Belief
 Gender Re-assignment
 Marriage and Civil Partnership
 Poverty
 Rurality
307. This is because the Hampshire County Council Library Service is a trusted
and an inclusive service, which has a clearly defined Vision to 2025 focused
on reading, healthy, creative communities and digital services for those who
live, work or study work in Hampshire. This ensures that the needs of service
users in relation to the above criteria will continue to be fully met.
Please find the link to detailed EIA for Emsworth Relocation https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impact-assessments/library-serviceconsultation-relocating-emsworth-library-service-user-impacts.pdf
Impact Upon Service Users – Transitioning of Community-Managed Libraries to
an Independent Community Library Model
308. There are two alternatives for community-managed libraries:
1. The council supported community-managed library transitions to an
independent community library, or
2. The community-managed library closes and customers will have to
travel to an alternative branch.
309. The following paragraphs set out the mitigation provided to support all
protected characteristics.
310. Whilst concerns were raised about the loss of community facilities through
the closure of these libraries, given the position that community-run libraries
already pay their property costs and arrange their own staffing, there should
be no reason why these services would need to close if the County Council
withdraws its support.
311. Any existing community-managed library will be invited to apply for a one-off
pump priming award through the Recreation and Heritage Community Fund
towards the costs of transitioning into an independent library model. Such
awards would be individually assessed and would be expected to be less
than £10,000.
312. The Library Services will provide initial support to community organisations
to transition to independent community managed libraries including both
advice and training, as well as sign posting to longer term alternative

sources of funding, advice and training support. There is an established
community library network, which the organisations will be eligible to join.
313. In response to the consultation feedback the Library Service will extend the
current Group Membership offer to include independent community libraries.
This will enable them to refresh their physical stock by accessing all items
within the Hampshire Library Collection in an efficient community led manner
which also allows service users to reserve specific items to be collected
locally. As well as support from the Library Service, partners will be signposted to sources of funding and advice to support any equipment and
training needs.
AGE - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM

Impact after mitigation - LOW

314. Specific issues: The Library Service serves the whole county but is well
used by young families and older residents. All four community-managed
libraries have a higher population over 60 years old than the Hampshire
average and it is recognised that some older residents and those with young
families may find it more challenging to travel to an alternative library. The
proposed changes would primarily negatively impact these groups.
315. If the community-managed libraries transition to independent community
libraries some services currently available to customers may change.
316. If the community-managed library closes, customers will have to travel to an
alternative library. Respondents agreed that a journey time by public
transport of 30 minutes or a car journey of 20 minutes was reasonable (See
Statutory Section of Report Section 6). The nearest libraries to the
community managed libraries can mostly be reached in this timeframe;
respondents that used Kingsclere Community Library identified difficulties
travelling to an alternative library from Kingsclere in terms of the journey time
and availability of public transport.
317. Mitigating Actions: If the community-managed libraries transition to an
independent community library model the Library Service services can
continue to be delivered within the community. The Library Service will
extend the group membership offer to enable customers to access new
stock and reservations, which would prevent the need for travel to an
alternative library.
318.

More informarion about Library Services can be found in Appendix
1.
319.

More information about Library
Services can be found in Appendix 1.
DISABILITY - Impact before mitigation – LOW Impact after mitigation LOW
320.

321. If the community-managed library closes, customers that use them would
need to travel to alternative branches, which may have a greater impact on
customers with disabilities, including those with reduced mobility or who use
the library to support their wellbeing and mental health. Respondents
agreed that a journey time by public transport of 30 minutes or a car journey
of 20 minutes was reasonable. The nearest libraries to the community
managed libraries can mostly be reached in this timeframe; respondents that
used Kingsclere Community Library identified difficulties travelling to an
alternative library from Kingsclere in terms of the journey time and availability
of public transport.
322. Mitigating Actions: If the community-managed libraries transition to an
independent community library model the Library Service services can
continue to be delivered within the community.
323.

More informarion about
Library Services can be found in Appendix 1.
GENDER - Impact before mitigation – MEDIUM Impact after mitigation MEDIUM

Mitigating actions: Lowford library’s area of high deprivation (Pilands
Wood) is already within the catchment area of Netley Library. It is less than
2 miles from Pilands Wood community to Netley Library and about 1 mile to
the Lowford Community Library. Both Netley and Lowford libraries have free
parking.
Library service users over the national retirement age who are resident in
Hampshire are able to apply for a free bus pass for travel after 9:30am.
In some areas other community organisations provide free internet access,
such as in North Baddesley.
RURALITY - Impact before mitigation - Between MEDIUM and NEUTRAL
Impact after mitigation – Between MEDIUM and NEUTRAL
330. Specific issues: Kingsclere and Milford-on-Sea community-managed
libraries are both located in villages. If they were to close then there is
reasonable access by car to their nearest alternative libraries, but the buses
are infrequent. If they were to transition to become an independent library
then free public access computers may not be made available.
331. Mitigating actions: Internet and Broadband services in rural areas have
improved significantly over the past few years as a result of investment in
infrastructure.
332.

333. For the groups which are categorised under the EIA criteria listed below,
there is NEUTRAL impact
 Sexual Orientation
 Race
 Religion and Belief
 Gender Re-assignment
 Marriage and Civil Partnership
 Pregnancy and Maternity

334. This is because the Hampshire County Council Library Service is a trusted
and an inclusive service, which has a clearly defined Vision to 2025 focused
on reading, healthy, creative communities and digital services for those who
live, work or study work in Hampshire. This ensures that the needs of service
users in relation to the above criteria will continue to be fully met.
Please find the link to the detailed EIAs:
Kingsclere - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-kingsclere-transition-toindependent-library-or-close.pdf
Lowford - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-lowford-transition-to-independentlibrary-or-close.pdf
Milford-on-Sea - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-milford-on-sea-transition-toindependent-library-or-close.pdf
North Baddesley - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-north-baddesley-transition-toindependent-library-or-close.pdf
Impact Upon Staff
335. The details below have been updated from the original EIA published in
January 2020, prior to the start of the consultation. There will be a second
public consultation on Opening Times in August 2020 which will clarify the
library opening times. Once this has been completed a staff consultation will
be carried out. The staff impacts EIA will be updated as a result of both of
these consultations.
336. The recommendations to close eight council run libraries (paragraph 153), to
agree a reduction in opening hours averaging 20% (paragraphs 161-181)
and to transition Tier 4 community-managed libraries to an independent
model (paragraph 183-192) are being made to support achievement of a
£1.164 million operational saving required due to budget reductions. The
Library Service would continue to operate 40 libraries across the County,
ensuring a comprehensive and efficient service is still provided.
337. The Library Service employs around 294 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) staff (as
of 1 April 2020), comprising 482 individuals of which 77% work part time. A
reduction of 40 to 50 FTE staff including the ending of fixed term contracts is
expected as a result of the closures and opening hour reductions. In the first
phase, the majority of staff reductions will be through a reduction of Library
Team Assistants (LTAs) as management and back office staff will be subject
to a further phase of review in 2021. Staff reduction figures are only

indicative at this stage. Further information about the HR impact on staff can
be found in Paragraphs 356 - 361.
338. The 10-week public consultation started on 9 January 2020 and closed on
18 March 2020. 339 library staff responded to the Library Service
Consultation, of which 78% preferred to option to close up to 10 libraries
combined with a 15% reduction and standardisation of opening hours
(Appendix 2).
339. Staff awareness sessions were run across the county prior to the launch of
the consultation to explain the process to staff and to give them an
opportunity to ask questions of officers that attended. A staff consultation
will commence in autumn 2020 to explain the impacts to staff roles.
AGE - Impact before mitigation - MEDIUM

Impact after mitigation - LOW

340. Specific issues: 31% of Library Service staff are aged 55 and over,
compared with 27% for Hampshire County Council. Staff continuing to work
for the Library Service could be required to relocate to an alternative branch,
to work different hours and/or work on different days of the week.
341. Proposed mitigating actions: Subject to the decisions taken on 28 July
2020 by the Executive Member for Recreation and Heritage and a short
second public consultation on standardised opening times which will take
place in August 2020, a staff consultation is planned for September 2020.
This will provide staff with the opportunity to express an interest in their
preferred working hours, days and in which libraries.
342.

343.

344.

DISABILITY –

Proposed mitigating actions: The actions to mitigate for the disability
impacts are the same as those identified under AGE (see paragraphs 340344). One additional factor is that reasonable adjustments will continue to
be made, where appropriate.
GENDER -

Proposed mitigating actions: The actions to mitigate for the Gender
impacts are the same as those identified under AGE (see paragraphs 340 344). Established Hampshire County Council policies and procedures will
be followed during the staff consultation, to ensure that changes are applied
consistently and fairly.
PREGNANCY AND MATERNITY - Impact before mitigation - MEDIUM
Impact after mitigation – LOW

350.

ensure that changes are applied consistently and fairly.
POVERTY - Impact before mitigation - LOW

352.

Impact after mitigation - LOW

ive branches if this is required.
RURALITY - Impact before mitigation - LOW







Impact after mitigation - LOW

Sexual Orientation
Race
Religion and Belief
Gender Re-assignment
Marriage or Civil Partnership

Please find the link to detailed EIA for Opening Hour Reduction & Library
Closures – Staff Impact - https://documents.hants.gov.uk/equality-impactassessments/library-service-consultation-closure-of-libraries-and-openinghour-reduction-staff-impacts.pdf
HR considerations

357.

1.8 FTE Library Team Managers (LTM) employed on temporary or fixed
term contracts. Following the Decision, the County Council will begin a
consultation with staff and Trade Unions about the workforce implications of
the Decision in accordance with its human resources policies and
procedures.

358. The proposed changes to the Library Service of eight closures and a
reduction in opening hours averaging 20% in the remaining 40 council-run
libraries would require a reduction of around 40 to 50 full time equivalent
(FTE) LTA staff. This approximate figure would include ending many of the
fixed term contracts mentioned in the paragraph above. This may lead to
redundancies arising from a reduced workforce of the staff roles in scope. In
addition, for staff that remain within the Service there are potential changes
to work bases, working hours, work patterns and employment contract terms
and conditions arising from the proposals.
359. Whilst it is noted that the initial redundancies are likely to affect staff
employed as LTAs in the first instance, as part of a further exercise after
April 2021, all remaining roles in the Service will be reviewed (including
management and support functions) to reduce the scale of the workforce
proportionately to match the scale of the Service.
360. All possible steps will be taken to minimise compulsory redundancies arising
from the proposed service changes. This will include a Voluntary
Redundancy offer where appropriate for eligible staff.
361. It is recommended that the Executive Member delegates authority to the
Director of Culture, Communities and Business Services to devise and
implement the necessary human resource changes including the
restructuring and reduction in the workforce, seeking formal approval as
appropriate.

Climate Change
362. The proposed changes to the Library Service set out in this report have a
neutral impact on the carbon footprint and energy consumption of the Library
Service in terms of buildings, deliveries by suppliers and both staff and
customer travel. There would be a reduction in energy consumption (a
positive impact) by the Library Service if eight small libraries closed and also
a small reduction in energy consumption for the remaining 40 council run
libraries if there is an average 20% reduction in open hours. Staff travel to
the eight libraries proposed for closure would cease and there will be up to
50 FTE fewer library staff that are required to travel to a library workbase as
part of their role. It is acknowledged that the proposed decision is likely to
have a negative impact to energy consumption from the closure of eight
small libraries as customers will need to travel further to access an
alternative library. However, some customers will already visit the town
where the alternative library is located and would be able to combine their
visit with other activities such as shopping. The combination of the low
position and low negative impacts to energy consumption are therefore
neutral overall.
363. The proposed changes to the library Service have limited impact on the
ability of the Library Service to be resilient to the impacts of climate change –

e.g. flooding, heat waves. Generally refurbishment and investment to library
buildings is prioritised to the larger, busier, Tier 1 and Tier 2 libraries and so
the proposed network of 40 libraries will be more resilient to the impact of
climate change, although this has not been a consideration in selecting
libraries for closure. The smaller Tier 3 library buildings which are proposed
for closure are generally in need of modernisation and therefore less resilient
to the longer term impacts of climate change.
Implementation timeline
364. Following the Decision Day on 28 July, work will commence immediately on
the implementation of proposals.
365. Through July and August 2020, libraries will be operating on significantly
reduced opening hours (approximately 50% reduction) as part of the Covid19 Service recovery. A second public consultation on Opening Times will be
held in August 2020. Service hours will be increased and transitioned from
their Covid-19 recovery hours to their new operating hours following this
second consultation and, when appropriate, within the overall context of the
Covid-19 situation.
366. It is anticipated that the majority of library closures will take effect from 1
January 2021. This will give a period of time for the Library Service to
negotiate with any interested parties who wish to take on the running of
services or buildings. However, there may be one or two cases where
(particularly in leasehold libraries) there may be reason to bring the closure
forward from this date (such as the timing of a lease renewal date).
367. It is proposed that community-managed libraries be given appropriate notice
of the intention to withdraw support, and that these libraries become fully
independent with effect from 1st April 2021. This will give the community
library management group eight months to arrange for the transition of
services.
368. Work to re-provision some libraries to better meet community need and
projects to generate additional income are longer term pieces of work and,
although they will commence immediately, will continue into 2021 and
beyond.
369. The proposals set out to Deliver Efficiencies will be dependent on when
contracts come up for renewal and will be complete by April 2021.
370. A staff consultation will be held between September and November 2020,
with these staffing changes largely implemented by April 2021. Further,
targeted staff consultations may be required in 2021 to consider support and
managerial staffing levels.

Financial Summary
371. As per the recommendations in sections 1 and 5, the proposals in this report
deliver £1.76 million in savings. The table below sets out the targets
originally consulted on, together with the revised proposals:

Activity

Early savings –
completed in 2019/20
Early savings planned
2020/21

Proposed
saving as
published in
consultation
£’000

Revised saving proposed
£’000

240
(including an additional £50,000
170
operations contribution and £20,000
income generation contribution)
0

210
1,115

Changing how services
are delivered by closing
libraries/reducing
opening hours
(Operations)

(comprising:
 £340,000 from the closure of 8
1,040
libraries;
 £775,000 from opening hour
reductions.

Transition of Tier 4
Libraries
Increase in Income

49

49

355

0

Efficiencies

146

146
1,760

Total

1,760

372. The Medium Term Financial Strategy Update report (July 2020) set formal
savings targets for Departments based on a Transformation to 2023
Programme of £80m and, for the Culture, Communities and Business
Services Department this has resulted in a further savings target of £3.253
million. It is likely that the Library Service will again need make a
proportionate contribution to this future spending reduction.
373. Due consideration has been given to a range of financial options and it is
recommended that the right course of action is to deliver £1.76 million in
savings through the combination of activities proposed in this report. This
will enable the Library Service, its staff and its customers, to move forward
with confidence, reducing levels of uncertainty about future changes and
enabling the Service to fully focus on developing its offer according to the
vision set out in paragraph 62.

Conclusions
374. The 10 week public consultation into the draft Library Strategy 2025 resulted
in one of the largest responses ever received by the County Council.
Analysis of the 21,2000 responses has led to many changes being made to
the draft Vision to 2025 and the plans to deliver savings.
375. This report seeks approval of the draft Library Vision to 2025 and associated
changes to the way services are provided. The report also proposes a
revised approach to the savings strategy to offset recent impacts of the
Covid-19 crisis and provide the Library Service with greater long-term
financial stability.
376. The responses to the consultation have enabled Officers to better
understand the impacts of any changes, meaning amendments to original
proposals have been made where necessary and additional mitigation has
been planned to lessen the impacts where appropriate.
377. This report clearly evidences the fact that community need has been
carefully considered and that, with the proposed changes in place, the
County Council will continue to provide a comprehensive and efficient
service which is compliant with all relevant legislation.
378. The findings from the public consultation were discussed with the Library
Task and Finish Group on 10 July and all the recommendations in this report
were endorsed by Group. This report will also be considered by the Culture
and Communities Select Committee at its meeting on 28 July 2020.

Integral Appendix A

CORPORATE OR LEGAL INFORMATION:

Links to the Corporate Strategy
Hampshire safer and more secure for all:

Yes

Maximising well-being:

Yes

Enhancing our quality of place:

Yes

Other Significant Links
Links to previous Member decisions:
Title

Reference

Date

Direct links to specific legislation or Government Directives
Title
Date
Section 7 of the Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964
1964

Section 100 D - Local Government Act 1972 - background documents
The following documents discuss facts or matters on which this report, or an
important part of it, is based and have been relied upon to a material extent in
the preparation of this report. (NB: the list excludes published works and any
documents which disclose exempt or confidential information as defined in
the Act.)
Document
None

Location

Integral Appendix B
IMPACT ASSESSMENTS:
1.

Equality Duty



Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation and any other
conduct prohibited under the Act;



Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic (age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy
and maternity, race, religion or belief, gender and sexual orientation) and
those who do not share it;



Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

Due regard in this context involves having due regard in particular to:
a)

The need to remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by persons sharing
a relevant characteristic connected to that characteristic;

b)

Take steps to meet the needs of persons sharing a relevant protected
characteristic different from the needs of persons who do not share it;

c)

Encourage persons sharing a relevant protected characteristic to participate
in public life or in any other activity which participation by such persons is
disproportionally low.

Equalities Impact Assessment:
18 Equalities Impact Assessments have been published for the potential
eight closures of Council-run libraries, changes to the four Tier 4
community managed libraries, reduction to opening hours, delivering
efficiencies, income generation, staff impacts and other impacts of the
Draft Library Vision to 2025. They have been reviewed and updated as a
result of the extensive public consultation and used to inform the basis of
the recommendations to the Executive Member for Recreation and
Heritage.
https://www.hants.gov.uk/aboutthecouncil/equality/equality-impactassessment/culture-communities-business

Impact on Crime and Disorder:
There is no impact on crime and disorder.

